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At the same time, small practices and sole 
practitioners have continued to feel pressure 
from increased competition and the resulting 
squeeze on service delivery.

Law firms are also being confronted with 
changes relating to how they carry out their 
services. Technology has swept through 
the judicial system, dictating a fast pace of 
innovation for barristers. Other sectors have 
embraced online service delivery relatively 
seamlessly, the path for legal professionals 
has been less clear and a distinct sense of 
uncertainty hovers across the industry.

Yet technology, while forcing dramatic 
change, also enables firms to manage the 
ongoing industry disruption. For example, 
innovative developments around e-discovery 
processes can create dramatic efficiencies 

once they have been absorbed into 
workflows. There’s a strong indication that 
early uptake of technology will be the key  
to small firms securing a competitive hold  
on the future.

So what will law firms look like in 30 years 
– both from the outside, as players in a 
transformed market, and on the inside,  
as innovative work environments? Will  
small firms survive? And what can they do  
to prepare themselves for the future of law?

Thomson Reuters surveyed more than  
 100 senior fee-earning legal practitioners 
in medium-large firms across Australia to 
better understand the changes set to take 
place across the legal landscape, and to  
gain insights into how the sector will evolve 
to meet them.

The Australian legal 
landscape is undergoing  
a huge period of change.   
Recent years have seen an aggressive move 
into the market by established foreign firms, 
alongside global mergers of long-standing 
Australian names. 
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LAWyERs AREn’T As 
pREpAREd As THEy 
WOULd LikE TO bE
Lawyers are generally aware that their 
current business model will need to evolve in 
accordance with technology. 
Sixty-nine per cent of surveyed law firms 
agree that the pace of innovation today is 
faster than at any point in the past 10 years, 
with 60 per cent predicting it will be faster 
still in 10 years time.  

How confident are you tHat your existing 
business model is “future proofed” for you  
to remain competitive in 30 years?

43%  
are unsure.

39% are  
not confident.

18% 
are confident.

However, 39 per cent of respondents are  
not confident that their current model is  
“future-proofed”, while 43 per cent are 
uncertain that this is the case.
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cOnsUmERs TAkE 
cOnTROL OF A 
cOnsOLidATEd mARkET
Lawyers recognise that it will be commonplace 
for the future consumer to use online tools to 
manage their general legal needs. 

Ted Dwyer, writing for the Law Society 
of NSW, says, “Rather than a ‘distress 
purchase’, the coming market will  
influence and empower consumers to  
buy legal services as a ‘lifestyle purchase’.”1 
This is already taking place in the areas 
of succession and contract law.

The way the market responds to this trend 
will be two-fold – consolidation, including 
international mergers, as firms seek to build 

a strong market presence under umbrella 
brands, and specialisation, as lawyers focus 
on competencies that can’t be met by online 
technology alone. 

Forty-two per cent of legal professionals 
forecast more consumers and businesses 
managing their own legal affairs by 2044, 
while 60 per cent see the emergence of 
more niche firms. One in two expect a 
consolidated market with fewer firms overall.
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More niche/specialist firms emerging

More international networked/firms

More general practice firms

Fewer firms in the world 
market – consolidation

More consumers/businesses 
managing their own legal affairs

0% 10% 20% 40%30% 50% 60%

wHen it comes to law firms in australia, wHicH of 
tHe following do you tHink we will see by 2044?
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sUpER-spEciALisATiOn
There’s a clear trend away from general 
practice in the legal sector, coinciding 
with growth in areas such as construction, 
intellectual property and employment law.

Law firms – especially small law firms –  
that have an accredited specialisation and 
can connect with a niche market will gain  
a competitive edge over general practices.

However, a recent Macquarie Bank report 
suggests that, currently, expertise is not  
as highly valued by new clients as qualities 
such as professionalism, reliability and 
friendliness.2  This suggests that specialist 
firms can’t rely solely on their proficiency in  
a specific area to bring in new business in  

the future. Instead, they will still have to 
present the kind of characteristics that 
embody trust and integrity towards their 
client base.

In 30 years, 56 per cent of legal firms  
surveyed see themselves as offering 
specialised services to some degree.  
Almost half of these again will become 
super-specialised, focusing on niche issues 
offered within specialty sectors.

56% believe they
will become highly 
specialised or will  
specialise to a degree.

42% believe  
it will stay the same.

2% believe  
it will become  
more generalist.

in 2044, do you tHink your firm will be more 
or less specialised?
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As tablet computers become commonplace 
in courtrooms and preparations are made for 
paperless trials in the near future, technology 
is also making its way into the everyday 
activities of law firms. 
Many legal resources are already available 
online and the trend is set to grow. Apart 
from the obvious benefits of efficiency 
through electronic search, online resources 
open up firms to the possibility of more 
flexible working arrangements, which in 
turn encourage growth in two other areas: 
teleworking and “virtual firms”.

The majority of surveyed practitioners 
forecasted the demise of the book-and-
binder legal library, with 43 per cent 
predicting they will “virtually disappear”. 
They offered evolving information 
consumption habits and an increase  
in the availability of digital information 
sources as the two reasons for this trend.

vAnisHing LEgAL 
LibRARiEs

wHen it comes to tHe  floor space dedicated 
to your existing legal library, wHicH of tHe 
following will best apply in 2044?

43% predict they 
will virtually disappear.

13% predict it  
 will expand in size.

33% predict it will 
remain the same size.

12% predict it 
will halve in size.

insight.thomsonreuters.com.au
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TELEWORking 
sATisFiEs THE cRAving 
FOR FLExibiLiTy 
Work-life balance has long been a defining 
issue for lawyers. As the workforce in general 
demands more flexible arrangements, the 
legal sector is willing to take part, at least  
to a degree. 
Almost 60 per cent of firms surveyed will 
have at least half of their employees working 
from home in 2044. Key to the uptake of  
this practice will be the widespread use of 

cloud computing, and the development 
of internal policies on data sovereignty 
and privacy to protect client information, 
especially for court proceedings.

in 2044, wHat proportion of your staff will be 
based permanently at your office, compared  
to working remotely?

58% will have 
at least half working 
remotely.

42% will 
have the majority 
based in the office.
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viRTUAL LAW FiRms 
cOmE OF AgE
virtual law firms – those with no physical 
office – are already making an appearance 
in Australia.  

These firms are commonly set up as an 
agency for freelancing lawyers to take on 
as much work as they wish, with some 
startups claiming they can undercut the 
competition by as much as 70 per cent due 
to the absence of large-scale IT and HR 
infrastructure.3

More than three-quarters of surveyed 
practitioners acknowledged that the 
implementation of virtual law firms is likely 
to increase. Thirty-eight per cent believe that 
one in four firms will be virtual; a further  
27 per cent think the market will be evenly 
split between virtual and physical firms.

However, many of these virtual firms do not 
engage in court proceedings, which may 
again affect the established desire for clients 
to develop a trusting relationship based on 
in-person meetings.

The research suggests that virtual law firms 
will service general legal issues driven by 
consumer demand for cheaper and more 
dynamic options in this area of the market. 
Adaptable firms that can find an innovative 
way to build strong relationships outside the 
traditional office setting could open up the 
judicial section of the market.

The majority of firms will operate virtually

Approximately half of firms will operate virtually

25% of firms will operate virtually

Approximately the same number 
of firms will be virtual as today

Fewer firms will be virtual than now

0% 5% 10% 35%15% 40%

0.00.20.40.60.81.0

0.00.20.40.60.81.0

20% 25% 30%

How mucH of a reality will tHe ‘virtual’ law firm  
be by 2044?
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Virtual firms, which offer cost-effective 
services with lower overheads, will cater  
to this and make up a sizeable chunk of  
the market.

In turn, the presence of general legal 
practices will decrease, as firms either  
merge or specialise to capitalise on work 
where traditional legal expertise is still 
regarded highly. 

And technology will change how law firms 
operate on the inside. Legal libraries are 
likely to move completely online, which, 

along with other cloud technologies, will 
play a role in allowing lawyers to engage in 
more flexible work practices.

How smaller firms will maintain 
competitiveness in the legal sector of the 
future depends on their ability to adapt to 
changes in technology. While this could be a 
challenge for minor players, those who can 
should invest early to ensure their business 
strategies are robust and future proof.

Technology drives change 
across all sectors, and the 
legal industry is no different.
The biggest effect on the sector will come 
with the shift of routine legal work towards 
online delivery.

V
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or contact: 
 
LEGAL, TAX AND ACCOUNTING SUPPORT 
 
From Australia: 1300 304 195 
International: +61 2 8587 7980 
 
Fax: 1300 304 196 
 
Email:  LTA.Service@thomsonreuters.com
 
Mon–Fri, 8am – 6pm AEST 

cOnTAcT Us.

about us

tHomson reuters insigHt – terms of use

for more information on how you can apply technology  
solutions at your firm visit: insight.thomsonreuters.com.au.

Thomson Reuters Insight is an online space for  
legal, tax and accounting professionals to discover 
intelligent information and best practice. It also 
provides discussion and insights on current 
industry trends. 

Thomson Reuters Insight aims to share and  
build knowledge, encourage conversation and  
most importantly, provide real time solutions  
to everyday questions. See more on  
insight.thomsonreuters.com.au. 

Thomson Reuters Insight is a complimentary  
service by Thomson Reuters, the world’s leading 
source of intelligent information for businesses  
and professionals.  

Your use of the online services (the service) provided 
by Thomson Reuters (Professional) Australia Limited 
(ABN 64 058 914 668) (“us”) via this website is subject 
to the conditions set out in the Terms of Use document. 
Your use of the service is deemed acceptance of these 
terms. If you do not agree to these terms, please exit 
the service now and delete all records on your system.

We call it ‘intelligent information’ because we  
combine industry expertise with innovative technology 
to deliver critical information to leading decision 
makers in the financial, legal, tax and accounting, 
scientific, healthcare and media markets, powered  
by the world’s most trusted news organisation. 

With headquarters in New York, and major operations 
in London and Eagan, Minnesota, Thomson Reuters 
employs more than 50,000 people worldwide. 

In Australia and New Zealand we focus on  
delivering accurate, relevant and timely information 
and information management solutions for legal,  
tax and accounting businesses, professionals, 
academics and students. 
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